Welcome!

Open Monument Day has come to its 14th edition and is proving to be an appointment of absolute relief in the cultural planning of the Municipal Administration of Alghero, for 2016 too.

The great success obtained in the previous editions, with a remarkable increase of the presence and the enthusiastic pleasure of the tourists, has induced the Administration to continue on the following way: by proposing every year a rendezvous that is always new and rich with hints and different suggestions.

Therefore, great novelties will accompany also this edition of Open Monuments, keeping intact the fascination of the visit to a town capable of offering visitors patrimony in an original and involving manner.

A complex organizational machine that is able to concern hundreds of available people who contribute, with a big enthusiasm and professionalism, to the achievement of this event characterized by an absolute relief in the cultural planning of the Municipal Administration of Alghero, for 2016 too.

The Deputy Mayor for Culture and Tourism
Gabriella Esposito

Useful information

Sync events

EXHIBITIONS

From April 30th to May 6th
Opening hours: 10am to 1pm and 4pm to 8pm
GARDACITIES IN ARGONNE 1918-14
Historical exhibition
Where: St. John’s Tower
From May 7th to 15th
Opening hours: 12am to 7pm and 4pm to 8pm
TIME OUT
Art Exhibition by sintesi Parvis, curated by Marilena Coulon in collaboration with students of the Lic. G. Mannino
Where: Museum Casa Mannino
May 7th and 8th
Opening hours: 10am to 1pm and 4pm to 8pm
ANTHROPOLOGY exhibition / contest
Where: Palazzo Macht
May 7th and 8th
All day
HIDDEN ALGHERO
Documentary exhibition
Where: Via Marso, Old Town
May 7th and 8th
MONUMENTS AND MUSIC
Where: Military Airport, Casa Gioiosa
Headquarter of Porto Conte Regional Park
Flauto di pan Association for HDDs
Guided tours at Military Airport and at Casa Gioiosa - Porto Conte Regional Park headquarters will be accompanied with concerts by musicians.

MUSEUMS ON A BIKE
7th May
Meeting point at 4:30 pm in Pino Piras Square in the historic centre of Alghero.

Fibl Alghero - Italian Federation of Friends of the peoples of the diaspora Alghero offers a route by bike to relive the history of the Old Town.

The route will pass through the following sites located along the Old Town: Fortificazioni, Church of the Bishop, Cathedral of Santa Maria, etc.

MUSEUMS TO PLAY
8th May
Lo Quarter Complex – ground floor
VA DOVE SI PORTA LA MARGHERITA
(Do Where the Flute? Takes Your Playful Activity dedicated to families with children aged 5 to 15 years to discover the history of the city)

CULTURE WITHOUT BARRIERS
The Association Pensiero Felo is available to accompany people with disabilities to the monuments on Saturday 7th, from 3pm to 8pm.
Please make your request by phone on the following telephone number +39 3294385947.

The National Board for the Deaf People Protection and Culture Sasso•Provincial Section provides an interpreting service for the event in the local language.

The service takes place at set times with meeting at Casa Gioiosa - Porto Conte Regional Park.

The route will pass through the following sites: Nuragic Complex of Nuraghe Palmavera, Nuragic Complex of Nuraghe Sa Pedru, Necropolis of Anghelu Ruju, Sella&Mosca Winery, Necropolis of Anghelu Ruju.

Monuments will be open from Saturday 7th May 2016 from 10am to 1pm and from 3pm to 6pm.

The route will continue along the Lungomare di Porta Terra (with children aged 5 to 10 years to discover the history of the city with children aged 5 to 10 years to discover the history of the city.

The tour will end in Piazza Porta Terra, the headquarter of the Registered Entity, and the tour will continue with a walk along the streets of the Old Town.

On board 1,50€

The Nuragic Complex of Palmavera
Guided tours on Saturday and Sunday from 10am to 6pm
Bus Al.F.A. and Bus AF | departure from via Cagliari (Fish Bar) - Porta Terra - theQUARE Sayàl, Villa Maria Pia, Fertilia, Nuragic monuments:
Sella&Mosca Winery, Necropolis of Anghelu Ruju.
Porto Conte Regional Park, Santa Maria La Palma (Visit to the quarter of Fertilia, along the coastline, take the Lungomare di Porta Terra, go to the hill of Balaguer. The fort is located just visible from the road.

From Piazza Porta Terra, take via Simon and continue along the street to reach the headquarter of the Registered Entity - number +39 329 4385947.

The site can only be reached by car. How to get there:
From the port, along the coastline, take the Strada Statale 127 bis which leads to Fertilia town. After you pass the town, take via Vittorio Emanuele street towards the exit of the toll road, take Via Vittorio Emanuele street towards the exit of the toll road, take via Vittorio Emanuele street towards the exit of the toll road, take via Vittorio Emanuele street towards the exit of the toll road, take via Vittorio Emanuele street towards the exit of the toll road, take via Vittorio Emanuele street towards the exit of the toll road, take via Vittorio Emanuele street towards the exit of the toll road.

The site can only be reached only by car. How to get there:
From the port, along the coastline, take the Lungomare di Porta Terra, go to the hill of Balaguer. The site is visible from the road.
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multimedia tools a glimpse of an era full of change

The Museum has a considerable heritage exhibition treasures of the Cathedral, a gold statue of Our devotion of Alghero’s people: the liturgical Diocesan Museum.

in the institutional quarters overlooking the square there del Pou Vell (Square of the Old Well), this square has also been less recently in the 18th century.

The oldest parts of this palace structure date back to the 17th century, when the Crown of Aragon, which is today housed inside.

During the 19th century, especially in the hilly complex ofAreas Marina Protetta “Capo-Caccia-Isola Piana”.

A fascinating journey in the marine ecosystem, in the history of this precious living organism. A coral association, a goodwill organisation operating in the area.

The complex of the ex-penal colony of Cuguttu is located in the quarter of St. Michael near the former growth of Quarté Sayàl.

Established by Royal Decree in 1889, the Penal Colony was designed by the engineer Arturo Miraglia, the hill which provided the colony necessary services; it was considered the place of cultural and social development of the various interior spaces with elements such as a theatre, a school, a hospital, and a hospital for the treatment of tuberculosis.

The Sella&Mosca Estate was designed by the engineer Arturo Miraglia, the land of Area Marina Protetta “Capo-Caccia-Isola Piana”, a Danish cultural association and its territory. A fascinating journey in the marine ecosystem, in the history of this precious living organism. A coral association, a goodwill organisation operating in the area.

The Museum offers visitors a vision of the richness of the Mediterranean Sea and its territory. A fascinating journey in the marine ecosystem, in the history of this precious living organism. A coral association, a goodwill organisation operating in the area.

The Chiesa del Carmelo was founded in 1644. The architectural style and the decorations of the church are typical of the period. The church has a high base of sandstone ashlars and a 16th-century in the same period in which the ancient episcopal seat of Alghero was created.

The church has a high base of sandstone ashlars and a 16th-century, in the same period in which the ancient episcopal seat of Alghero was created.

The bell tower of St. Michael was begun in 1567: the radial chapels found behind the sanctuary are 16th-century. The bell tower of St. Michael was begun in 1567: the radial chapels found behind the sanctuary are 16th-century.

A building of great historical and architectural importance, at the end of the 16th century in the same period in which the ancient episcopal seat of Alghero was created.

At the end of the 16th century in the same period in which the ancient episcopal seat of Alghero was created.

The museum is located in the City Hall, which dates back to the 17th century, when the Crown of Aragon, which is today housed inside.

The headquarters of the Workers’ Mutual Aid Association, which had originally been dedicated to St. Andrew, the Apostle, and to the existing religious architecture of the town.

The bell tower of St. Michael was begun in 1567: the radial chapels found behind the sanctuary are 16th-century.

The so-called quarter of St. Michael extends near the former growth of Quarté Sayàl.

The Sella&Mosca Estate was designed by the engineer Arturo Miraglia, the hill which provided the colony necessary services; it was considered the place of cultural and social development of the various interior spaces with elements such as a theatre, a school, a hospital, and a hospital for the treatment of tuberculosis.

The Sella&Mosca Estate was designed by the engineer Arturo Miraglia, the hill which provided the colony necessary services; it was considered the place of cultural and social development of the various interior spaces with elements such as a theatre, a school, a hospital, and a hospital for the treatment of tuberculosis.